
Hi Everyone,  
My name is Pebbles, and this is my brother Bam Bam. We were 
adopted by Valeda and Ken Palazzolo in 2010, at the 
Farmington location, but now we live in New Hudson. We like 
it better in New Hudson because there is a sunroom now where 
we can bask in the sun, breathe the fresh air in spring, summer 
and fall whenever we want. Of course, in the winter it is too 
cold so we told our owners not to bother opening the doors for us 
and, as usual, they minded. 

Bam Bam started pooping in the house a few years back, so I told Valeda to get him to the doctor and, as usual, she minded. It 
turns out that he has terrible arthritis because his bones were broken badly when he was a kitten. Valeda and Ken were so 
relieved to find out that the vet had a possible solution. Bam Bam had severe and chronic constipation causing discomfort, and 
he was put on a diet of only canned food with the goal to lose 2-3 pounds. (The vet said dry food can be awful for some 
animals.) We now get three cans of wet food daily and are fed at specific times, rather than having a self feeder. IT WORKED. 
The house is now poop free. No more dry food. 
Bam Bam now has his own cat bed, pet stairs to get on the master bed so we can snuggle nightly with Valeda. By the way, those 
were my ideas, not the vet’s. The good news is that I am ok with all of the new rules and procedures, and Bam Bam is doing 
great too. The bottom line is that we are both getting old and, at some point, would have needed senior assistance anyway. 
We have rules to follow: We cannot get on tables and counters. We cannot claw the furniture, but we get a new scratching post 
for Christmas every year. We must use our litter box, and not to be a snob, but we have three of them. Bam Bam and I think we 
might be very spoiled. 
We love Valeda and Ken and they love us too. Bam Bam and I cannot imagine what our life would have been without them, so 
please consider adopting. 
Pebbles & Bam Bam (too). OMG, I have to do everything for him  

~Pebbles’ letter was sent by Valeda and Ken Palazzolo New Hudson, MI    

Bam Bam

Letter from adopted cat

Sami (formerly known as Sprout) and Rocco were inseparable from the day they picked us as            
their humans. Sami loved to play hide and seek—her favorite was to hide in the bathtub and peek 
over the top to see if you were near. Rocco just loved to play.    
Even though Sami lived at the store when we met her and Rocco was with foster parent Kim, they 
bonded immediately. Always sleeping, sitting and just being together.  
~Allen and Marcella Holmes Farmington Hills, MI    

       

Pebbles

Sami

We adopted Cruz (formerly Alice) in early 2021. She is a 
completely different cat to the shy girl she was for the first few 
months and is extremely affectionate now. These days she 
absolutely rules the household and is the boss of everyone here. 
She terrorizes her rescue brother Beans (in a good way), and 
when we adopted a dog earlier this year she was very quick to 
establish herself as boss but was also the first to trust him and 
make friends.  
She is a very unique personality and reminds us of our last girl 
cat, Cleo, who passed away at 18 years old. Cruz is named after 

her predecessor each with the the first initial 'C', but also both had very 'princess-
like' character traits, and in our family 'Cruz' (from Cars 3) is one of Disney's 
unsung princesses She is very loved.  

 ~ Cindie Sassons Lake Orion, Michigan   
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